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Passive house is not a brand name. Passive house days are put on by the International Passive House Association (IPHA) and its German affiliate IG Passivhaus. Passivhaus goes personal—video credits the passivhaus standard.

The definition of passivhaus is driven by air quality and comfort. A passivhaus is a building in which thermal comfort can be achieved solely by post heating or post cooling, the fresh air flow required for a good indoor air quality without the need for additional recirculation.

The latest tweets from Green Building Store PassivhausNews products and technical support for passivhaus and low energy buildings include GBS Windows Doors and MVHR design. PMC Architects.com designed the house to be certified by the German Passive House Institute.

Passivhaus Canada, Maison Passive Canada, is the national organization advocating for the Passive House High Performance Building standard in Canada. Passivhaus goes personal—video credits the passivhaus standard.

The Passivhaus Trust is an independent non-profit organization that will provide leadership in the UK for the adoption of the Passivhaus standard and method.
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1. Why invest in Passivhaus?
Passive House California PHCA
July 12th, 2018 - Passive House California is pleased to collaborate with the North American Passive House NYPH hosted the largest Passive House conference in North America

Quantum PassivHaus About Us
July 14th, 2018 - If you would like any more information on passive house design and construction or to know more about us at Quantum Passivhaus please contact us

Passivhaus Solar Orientation Doesn’t Matter Or Does It
September 15th, 2014 - Passivhaus is integrated design Solar orientation impacts on solar gain How important this is depends on the building Windows aren’t just for heating

Passivhaus The Green Economy Post Green Careers Green
July 13th, 2018 - Author Chris de Morsella 0 Articles After a decade performing as a lead guitarist for rock bands Chris de Morsella decided to return to the career his uncle mentored him in as a youth Software Engineering

Ellis Passivhaus 312 399 3155
July 10th, 2018 - WHY is Passivhaus good for my family Fifty percent of global carbon emissions result from uncomfortable and leaky buildings A Passivhaus Institut Certified Building provides maximum occupant comfort exceptional indoor air quality and maximum energy efficiency a legacy f

Passive House Plus The Passive House magazine
July 13th, 2018 - Passive House Plus is an award winning magazine focused on energy efficient healthy sustainable buildings based on the Passive house or passivhaus standard

Passivhaus Trust Ashden Award Winner 2017 Ashden
July 11th, 2018 - Passivhaus Trust won an Ashden Award in 2017 for making sustainable low energy buildings a reality for developers and builders in the UK

Passive House California PHCA
July 12th, 2018 - Passive House California is pleased to collaborate with the North American Passive House NYPH hosted the largest Passive House conference in North America

Quantum PassivHaus Demo Home
July 13th, 2018 - Quantum Passivhaus designs and constructs buildings that meet the international Passive House standard

Passivhaus Ezra Builders
July 13th, 2018 - Passive House or Passivhaus German spelling are both used by the industry interchangeably and refer to the same performance based building standard

July 10th, 2018 - Passive house German Passivhaus is a rigorous voluntary standard for energy efficiency in a building which reduces the building’s ecological footprint

Quantum PassivHaus
June 29th, 2018 - Quantum PassivHaus is a design and build firm that is passive house certified

PassivHaus Doors Hedgehog Aluminium Systems
June 23rd, 2018 - Hedgehog Aluminium Systems are an expert installer of Internorm PassivHaus Doors for unparalleled thermal performance

Passipedia The Passive House Resource
July 8th, 2018 - Welcome to Passipedia the Passive House resource Passipedia constitutes a vast array of cutting edge scientifically sound Passive House relevant articles

Passivhaus Institut
July 4th, 2018 - Today it is a well established fact that new buildings can now be designed so that they consume just a fraction of the energy they used to A five figure number of Passive Houses have been built in Europe up till now
ECCØ Passivhaus ecco passivhaus instagram com
July 9th, 2018 - 46 Followers 58 Following 6 Posts See Instagram photos and videos from ECCØ Passivhaus ecco passivhaus

Green Books The Passivhaus Handbook
July 9th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Handbook A practical guide to constructing and retrofitting buildings for ultra low energy performance

Passivhaus Eco Design Consultants
June 10th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a world wide energy standard providing green ultra low energy homes and buildings with low carbon footprint and fuel bills

International Passive House Association Index
July 9th, 2018 - iPHA The international network for Passive House knowledge promoting the Passive House Standard worldwide

Passive House resource centre for building professionals
July 8th, 2018 - A library of Passive House resources for building industry professionals Resource Centre produced by the Passivhaus Trust the UK Passive House Organization

Green Building Store passivhausnews Twitter
July 8th, 2018 - The latest Tweets from Green Building Store passivhausnews Products and technical support for Passivhaus and low energy buildings inc GBSWindowsDoors amp MVHR design

Passive House Blogger
June 25th, 2018 - One important aspect of a Passive House is the ventilation This will be their first certified PassivHaus build and with a tight budget based on standard

Passivhaus A Design and Build Guide Homebuilding
July 12th, 2018 - As they embark on their first Passivhaus certified build Potton share their insight into designing and constructing a home to this highly efficient build standard

Welcome to Passivhaus Homes making Passivhaus Affordable
July 14th, 2018 - The PH15 System from Passivhaus Homes delivers very energy efficient homes that are also comfortable to live in by ensuring a healthy indoor air quality

Passivhaus Ezra Builders
July 13th, 2018 - Passive House or Passivhaus German spelling are both used by the industry interchangeably and refer to the same performance based building standard

Passive House Buildings passivhausprojekte de
July 14th, 2018 - Please note Your data will be recorded and used exclusively by the Passivhaus Dienstleistung GmbH the Passive House Institute and Passive House Institute initiatives

The Passivhaus Handbook Building Insulation
July 9th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Handbook is an essential guide for everyone wanting to realize a supremely comfortable healthy and durable home with exceptionally low energy costs

What makes a passivhaus NBS
July 8th, 2018 - This article explores the defining characteristics of the Passivhaus standard for eco friendly dwellings

Passivhaus Institut
July 9th, 2018 - The Passive House Institute together with the Passivhaus Austria network Passive House Conference presents solutions for buildings of the future

Passivhaus A Design and Build Guide Homebuilding
July 12th, 2018 - As they embark on their first Passivhaus certified build Potton share their insight into designing and constructing a home to this highly efficient build standard

Passivhaus Institut
What is a Passive House Passipedia
July 8th, 2018 - Passive House is not a brand name Passive House Days are put on by the International Passive House Association iPHA and its German affiliate IG Passivhaus

Passivhaus Institut
July 14th, 2018 - The Passive House Institute PHI is an independent research institute that has played an especially crucial role in the development of the Passive House concept the only internationally recognised performance based energy standard in construction

Consortio PassivHaus ConPassivHaus Twitter
June 9th, 2018 - The latest Tweets from Consortio PassivHaus ConPassivHaus Consortio de empresas comprometidas con divulgar y promocionar la construcción siguiendo las pautas dictadas por el estándar Passivhaus y ECCN

Passivhaus Videos
July 13th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Trust UK adoption of the Passivhaus standard and methodology leading international low energy design standard eco buildings reducing energy use and carbon emissions high standards of comfort and building health

Passivhaus Planer Home
July 13th, 2018 - Passivhaus Planer Passive House The Passive House Institute has revised the system of the certification for Passive House Designers Consultants and updated the

Passive House Windows Zola Windows
July 8th, 2018 - Learn how passive house windows reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions by using a small amount of energy for their heating and cooling needs

PassivHaus Sustainable Design Collective
July 9th, 2018 - The concept of PassivHaus design is to dramatically reduce the requirement for space heating and cooling through extensive insulation airtightness solar gain and energy efficient design

Passivhaus Max Fordham
July 17th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a challenging international energy and comfort standard with a uniquely hands on process of delivery In many ways it is a formalisation of Max

Passivhaus Training – Training in low energy building
July 10th, 2018 - Do this course if you want to learn about the fundamental principles of Passivhaus design in shorter sessions The Passivhaus Bitesize course introduces the key principles of what makes a good low energy comfortable building based on the Passivhaus standard

Home Portree Passivhaus
July 14th, 2018 - Portree Passivhaus A new ultra low energy self build project on the Isle of Skye Building a Passivhaus on Skye Who Are We Why Passivhaus And Why Skye We are Mike Coe and Lizzie Stoodley and this website will document the creation of our new home in Portree which will be the first passivhaus certified dwelling on the …

Passive house Wikipedia
July 10th, 2018 - Passive house German Passivhaus is a rigorous voluntary standard for energy efficiency in a building which reduces the building’s ecological footprint

Passive House Canada Maison Passive Canada Home
July 12th, 2018 - Passive House Canada Maison Passive Canada is the national organization advocating for the Passive House high performance building standard in Canada

Passivhaus Windows Products IQ Glass
July 8th, 2018 - Beautiful Design PassivHaus Windows are created with a highly insulating composite frame to ensure the highest levels of thermal performance are achieved

Passivhaus Windows Products IQ Glass
July 8th, 2018 - Beautiful Design PassivHaus Windows are created with a highly insulating composite frame to ensure the highest levels of thermal performance are achieved

PassivHaus Trust Ashden Award Winner 2017 Ashden
July 11th, 2018 - PassivHaus Trust won an Ashden Award in 2017 for making sustainable low energy buildings a reality for developers and builders in the UK

PassivHaus Enhabit
June 20th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a voluntary comfort and energy efficiency building standard developed in Germany and now commonly used all over Europe. It has been shown time and again to deliver the best results in home comfort and efficiency.

PassivHaus What is it Homebuilding amp Renovating
July 14th, 2018 - What does Passivhaus mean and what factors make a Passivhaus so special? Experts Mark Brinkley and Tim Pullen explain how to achieve the standard.

What is a PassivHaus Window PASSIVHAUS IN PLAIN ENGLISH
October 26th, 2015 - The Passivhaus Standard provides exceptional comfort and radical energy efficiency. A PassivHaus Window has an important role in both of these and more.

Passivhaus Designing Buildings Wiki
July 13th, 2018 - Passivhaus or Passive House is an energy performance standard for dwellings commercial industrial and public buildings that can be adopted throughout the world. It was developed in Germany in the early 1990s by Professors Bo Adamson and Wolfgang Feist.

Passive House Buildings passivhausprojekte de
July 14th, 2018 - Please note. Your data will be recorded and used exclusively by the Passivhaus Dienstleistung GmbH the Passive House Institute and Passive House Institute initiatives.

Passivhaus Designing Buildings Wiki
July 13th, 2018 - Passivhaus or Passive House is an energy performance standard for dwellings commercial industrial and public buildings that can be adopted throughout the world. It was developed in Germany in the early 1990s by Professors Bo Adamson and Wolfgang Feist.

Passipedia The Passive House Resource

BRE Group The Passivhaus Standard
July 8th, 2018 - Passivhaus is an international energy performance standard with buildings constructed to the Passivhaus standard reaching 30,000 with Passivhaus buildings constructed in every major European country, Australia, China, Japan, Russia, Canada, the USA and South America. A research station has even...  

Passivhaus What is it Homebuilding amp Renovating
July 14th, 2018 - What does Passivhaus mean and what factors make a Passivhaus so special? Experts Mark Brinkley and Tim Pullen explain how to achieve the standard.

PHAI Passive House Association of Ireland Passive
July 10th, 2018 - pmcarchitects.com The house was designed to passive house standards and is fully certified by the German Passive House Institute. A driving factor for the house.

Passivhaus Institut Wikipedia
July 12th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Institut PHI is responsible for promoting and maintaining the Passivhaus building program. The Passivhaus Institute was founded in 1996 and is based and active in Darmstadt, Germany.

Passive House Online Training Passive House Institute
July 13th, 2018 - Take our e-learning courses about Passive House concepts to learn more about energy efficient buildings or start to prepare for the Passive House Designer exam.

Hooga Passivhaus
July 13th, 2018 - Hooga is the UK’s leading Passivhaus building design specialist. We’re a property developer with a difference. We believe you should only accept and live in the best.

Passivhaus Institut
July 14th, 2018 - The Passive House Institute (PHI) is an independent research institute that has played an especially crucial role in the development of the Passive House concept. The only internationally recognised performance-based energy standard in construction.

Passivhaus Green Tomato Energy
July 10th, 2018 - PassivHaus is a voluntary building standard developed in Germany and now commonly used all over northern Europe. There are six main rules to building a PassivHaus.

Why Choose Passivhaus Building Insulation Ventilation

The Passivhaus Handbook Building Insulation
July 9th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Handbook is an essential guide for everyone wanting to realize a supremely comfortable, healthy and durable home with exceptionally low energy costs.

Passive House Blogger
June 25th, 2018 - One important aspect of a Passive House is the ventilation. This will be their first certified PassivHaus build and with a tight budget based on standard.

Passivhaus Institut

What makes a passivhaus NBS
July 8th, 2018 - This article explores the defining characteristics of the Passivhaus standard for eco-friendly dwellings.

ECCØ Passivhaus ecco passivhaus instagram.com
July 9th, 2018 - 46 Followers 58 Following 6 Posts See Instagram photos and videos from ECCØ Passivhaus ecco passivhaus.

Quantum PassivHaus About Us
July 14th, 2018 - If you would like any more information on passive house design and construction or to know more about us at Quantum Passivhaus please contact us.

Passivhaus Enhabit
June 20th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a voluntary comfort and energy efficiency building standard developed in Germany and now commonly used all over Europe. It has been shown time and again to deliver the best results in home comfort and efficiency.

Passivhaus Videos
July 13th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Trust UK adoption of the Passivhaus standard and methodology leading international low energy design standard eco buildings reducing energy use and carbon emissions high standards of comfort and building health.

Passive house or Passivhaus BRANZ Build
July 12th, 2018 - Passive house or Passivhaus Homes based on the Passivhaus system are being built in New Zealand but are their performance requirements and.

Passivhaus Trust YouTube
July 6th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Trust is an independent non-profit organisation that will provide leadership in the UK for the adoption of the Passivhaus standard and method.

Passivhaus Institut
July 16th, 2018 - Now available output file EnerPHit Retrofit Plan and criteria for pre certification of step by step retrofits. A separate output file for step by step retrofits was added to PHPP 9.
Passivhaus – an introduction Passive house
July 10th, 2018 - Passivhaus – an introduction 3 Benefits of Passivhaus Comfortable and healthy • Summer and winter comfort • No draughts • No cold surfaces or downdraughts

Passivhaus The Green Economy Post Green Careers Green
July 13th, 2018 - Author Chris de Morsella 0 Articles After a decade performing as a lead guitarist for rock bands Chris de Morsella decided to return to the career his uncle mentored him in as a youth Software Engineering

Why choose Passivhaus by Passivhaus Trust Issuu
June 27th, 2018 - Why choose Passivhaus 1 Why choose Passivhaus Contents The standard for healthy affordable low energy buildings 1 Why choose Passivhaus 2 1a Why invest in Passivhaus

Passivhaus Institut
July 4th, 2018 - Today it is a well established fact that new buildings can now be designed so that they consume just a fraction of the energy they used to A five figure number of Passive Houses have been built in Europe up till now

Green Building Design Materials amp Techniques
July 13th, 2018 - Green Building design resource including materials energy thermal performance retrofit passivhaus timber passive solar CLT glossary of terms

The UK No 1 Internorm Partner Ecohaus Internorm
July 8th, 2018 - ecoHaus Glazing Solutions is the UK No 1 Internorm Partner amp leading supplier of triple glazing amp PassivHaus windows amp doors Get in touch today

Welcome to Passivhaus Homes making Passivhaus Affordable
July 14th, 2018 - The PH15 System from Passivhaus Homes delivers very energy efficient homes that are also comfortable to live in by ensuring a healthy indoor air quality

Passivhaus Eco Design Consultants
June 10th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a world wide energy standard providing green ultra low energy homes and buildings with low carbon footprint and fuel bills

Passivhaus Max Fordham
July 17th, 2018 - Passivhaus is a challenging international energy and comfort standard with a uniquely hands on process of delivery In many ways it is a formalisation of Max

PassivHaus Sustainable Design Collective
July 9th, 2018 - The concept of PassivHaus design is to dramatically reduce the requirement for space heating and cooling through extensive insulation airtightness solar gain and energy efficient design

What Is Passivhaus Commercial Passive House Building
July 10th, 2018 - Besides the obvious advantage of reduced operating costs through lower energy use Passivhaus high performance buildings set a new bar for building in the 21 st century

passivhaus hashtag on Twitter
July 7th, 2018 - See Tweets about passivhaus on Twitter See what people are saying and join the conversation

BRE Group The Passivhaus Standard
July 8th, 2018 - Passivhaus is an international energy performance standard with buildings constructed to the Passivhaus standard reaching 30 000 with Passivhaus buildings constructed in every major European country Australia China Japan Russia Canada the USA and South America a research station has even

What is a Passive House Passipedia
July 8th, 2018 - Passive House is not a brand name Passive House Days are put on by the International Passive House Association iPHA and its German affiliate IG Passivhaus

What is Passivhaus
July 13th, 2018 - Passivhaus goes Personal Video credits The Passivhaus standard The definition of Passivhaus is driven by air quality and comfort A Passivhaus is a building in which thermal comfort can be achieved solely by post
heating or post cooling the fresh air flow required for a good indoor air quality without the need for additional recirculation.

Green Building Store passivhausnews Twitter
July 8th, 2018 - The latest Tweets from Green Building Store passivhausnews Products and technical support for Passivhaus and low energy buildings inc GBSWindowsDoors amp MVHR design

PHAI Passive House Association of Ireland Passive
July 10th, 2018 - pmcarchitects com The house was designed to passive house standards and is fully certified by the German Passive House Institute A driving factor for the house

Passive House Canada Maison Passive Canada Home
July 12th, 2018 - Passive House Canada Maison Passive Canada is the national organization advocating for the Passive House high performance building standard in Canada

What is Passivhaus
July 13th, 2018 - Passivhaus goes Personal Video credits The Passivhaus standard The definition of Passivhaus is driven by air quality and comfort A Passivhaus is a building in which thermal comfort can be achieved solely by post heating or post cooling the fresh air flow required for a good indoor air quality without the need for additional recirculation

Passivhaus Trust YouTube
July 6th, 2018 - The Passivhaus Trust is an independent non profit organisation that will provide leadership in the UK for the adoption of the Passivhaus standard and method

Why choose Passivhaus by Passivhaus Trust Issuu
June 27th, 2018 - Why choose Passivhaus 1 Why choose Passivhaus Contents The standard for healthy affordable low energy buildings 1 Why choose Passivhaus 2 1a Why invest in Passivhaus